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(an almost un-noticeable, noticing) (Notice the one cited: M.M. is connected in initials only (at least it 

should be) to another cited: M.M. ) 

This cited M.M. is definitely dead. (Main primary note) 
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This cited M.M. a lot of people claim to know personally & in person (Second primary note) 

Then the basic tree; what did “actress” actually mean to people [back then, if maybe] in their own 

personal cognition how was this term assigned to at least attempted at meaning  

Because the tertiary of the background personal notes seem almost occupationally academic in 

substance and tangential existence numeration,  

Then we want to inquire into a qualification of what it is to “know” someone at even a basic level: what 

are / what might be an outline of at least basic “know” (ing) of another person; and can such a thing be 

quickly invented/additionally invented and then these “know”ing others tested (in “know” (ing)) through 

it 

I’m sorry but I don’t want to deny the obvious; which is that: the number of uhm “affairs” that have 

been so far briefly described; seem asunder as relative toward even promiscuous straight groups; the 

sexual activity almost seems described to fit more promiscuous lgbtiq groups; and it’s also a bit 

advertent that the men that cited: m.m. is having “affairs” with aren’t actually considered till this yet; to 

be at fault for the matter of promiscuity. The next thing that needs to be addressed; is this so called 

desire for promiscuous sex of cited: M.M. as described such this desire (is experienced) by her “know” 

ers  (state, so that she …) is to move-ahead in the situation of film and or fame; but the organization of 

the two with one another seems not to make sense; this then inserts the unfortunate additional obvious 

sight of: … especially when combined with the incidence of this version of death: that cited: M.M. might 

have instead been repeatedly been raped, and may not have actually been a woman; but instead a man 

who was severely mistreated perhaps at first starting with a significant other; and then (by …)  a group 

of “know”-ing (about this, what?) others. 

theme: w[k]hat, are you talking?  

Records to note: the bi*** next to me won’t stop plagiarizing my hand movements; among unholy 

bizarre 

Accompanying music citation: Siouxsie And The Banshees, Cities In Dust 

Left-off at: approximately 14:45  

 


